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For a structured start in the Azure Cloud

Understanding the new cloud paradigm
There are always lots of questions at the beginning: Why
Azure? How will my business benefit if I choose the
cloud? How does Azure work and how will my employees
benefit? How do I make sure cloud costs stay within my
budget? And how do you actually connect existing IT systems with the cloud?
Answering these questions is a big challenge, especially
at the start. Planning and operating cloud solutions are
new tasks that IT departments have to learn about for
themselves. In this workshop, we lay the foundations
with our customers so they can successfully make the
journey into this new world.
Azure Base Camp – what customers can expect
Our experts answer the most pressing questions about
the ‘right’ way to use Azure: we explain how Azure is
structured, the main differences between a cost model
on CAPEX and OPEX, how applications are planned for
Azure and how teams can develop themselves further.

The Azure Base Camp is a full-day workshop aimed at
getting employees from architecture, technical IT and
project teams, as well as from budget management
and controlling, ‘Azure-ready’.
– Learning the basics: based on many, sometimes
painfully learned lessons, we show how to get off to
a clean start in the cloud and where the stumbling
blocks are.
– All set: customers receive tailored recommendations for their first Azure deployments. We also present the extensive range of online learning content
on Azure so that employees can embark on some
self-study immediately.
– Optional support: on request, we can accompany
our customers on their further journey into the
cloud with workshops, advice and our Cloud Managed Services.
It is also possible to take an in-depth look at companyspecific Azure governance in a follow-up programme.
Or we can go into co-creation mode with employees
and bring some use cases to Azure as PoCs.
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Included services

Day workshop
Suitable for all levels. All participants in the company are encouraged to participate:
•
IT architects
•
Project managers
•
IT operations staff
•
Controllers
•
Budget managers
This offer features the following deliverables:
•
Day workshop on the customer’s premises (Switzerland)
•
1x Azure CSP subscription with CHF 300 credit (valid in the month of the workshop)
•
Practical recommendations and best practices for businesses making their own
individual way to Azure, adapted to their current, company-specific state of
knowledge of the cloud
The basic services can also be combined with the following:

Optional extras

Costs

CHF 1,900

We take a holistic approach with our portfolio. In addition to Professional Services, Managed Services and our Reselling+ portfolio, we are your partner for Office 365 and Dynamics. Find out more at www.swisscom.ch/azure.

